The little Prince visits the Earth

Objectius
- To recognise the general characteristics of the Earth: situation in the solar system, size,
satellites, composition, organization of the planet (meridians, hemispheres and parallels),
rotation of the Earth.
- To be able to recognise the continents: geographical location, size, remarkable natural
elements, most important countries and population.
- To name the oceans: geographical situation, size and general characteristics.
- To be concerned with the environment.

Descripció de la proposta
We will watch a video message sent to us by the Little Prince in which he asks us for help to
learn things about our planet , the Earth. After watching the video the students will work in
groups to get information about different topics of the Earth (situation in the solar system,
organization of the planet, rotation of the Earth, its continents and the importance of the caring
for the environment) to be able to explain it to the Little Prince. Later, we will consolidate the
learning and make a self-assessment about the knowledge of the Earth in groups This project
is a result of a GEP1 programme.

Aspectes didàctics i metodològics
These two sessions are based on a CLIL approach. We want to highlight the fact that there is
an element that will connect the sessions with the rest of the work that students are doing every
day at school. This element will act in a motivating way and we hope that it helps the students
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to feel more confident and safe in the sessions since it is a subject that they know previously
and that they have worked from the different areas. In all the activities, we will always be
present in the classroom two teachers, the tutor of the group and the English specialist.
Recursos emprats
Power point in ..\THE-LITTLE-PRINCE-VISITS-THE-EARTH (4).pptx
Questionnaire in ..\QUESTIONAIRE.Little Prince (1).pptx
Vocabulary cards.
Kahoot in https://create.kahoot.it/share/73ab11c3-f43a-4d22-81f9-6c9b27ea1cba
Wordclouds in https://www.wordclouds.com/
Continguts, competències i processos que es treballen de forma destacada
.Science
- General characteristics of the Earth: situation in the solar system, size, satellites, composition,
organization of the planet (meridians, hemispheres and parallels), rotation of the Earth.
- The continents: geographical location, size, remarkable natural elements, most important
countries and
population.
- The oceans: geographical situation, size and general characteristics.
- The environment.
.English:
- Asking questions.
- Structure: I think is correct/ I think it is wrong, The word I have is…,I prefer the part about…
What do you think if…
- Specific vocabulary about Earth, the continents, the oceans and the environment.
Alumnat a qui s’adreça especialment
6th grade
Interdisciplinarietat, transversalitat, relacions amb l’entorn
Science.
Documents adjunts
The little Prince visits the Earth.
Autoria.Maribel Lirio Barajas and Laura López González. Escola Carles Buïgas.Cerdanyola del
Vallès.
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